
Lectures:

There’s Magic in the Lesson: Or Perfec-
tion is Overrated!
 A humorous trunk show of the various 
successes and failures of a life of making quilts 
(and other things) with a sewing machine.

We Are $ew Worth It
 A lecture and trunk show about calculat-
ing what you charge for making quilts, with a ton 
of information on how to educate your buyer.

Quilt Talk
 A trunk show of the quilts and projects 
from Sam’s book Quilt Talk (available after Oct 
2014).

Health and the Quilter
 A slide lecture and demonstration of   
how to set up your workspace to fit your body, and 
how to stretch your tired muscles after a day at 
the machine - in which Sam makes quite a fool of 
herself on stage!

Prices:
Lectures:
$350 for 2014 dates if booked with workshop.
$400 for 2014 dates if lecture only.
$400 for 2015/6 dates if booked with workshop.
$450 for 2015/6 dayes if lecture only.
All lectures include patterns and other goodies 
donated as door prizes.

Workshops - $350 for up to 10 students ($30 per 
extra student up to 20 students) + all patterns 
included!
 
Plus travel reimbursement/federal mileage rate 
(56 per mile in 2014).
Overnight stays require a modest hotel due to 
severe perfume and animal allergies. 

Workshops:

Dyeing Fabric in Jelly Jars
 Sam has been teaching fabric dyeing for 
almost 20 years in SoCal and has developed fun 
and easy recipes for making beautiful dyed fabrics. 
Two 3 hour workshops are available: 
        Bright or Muted Colorwheel in 24 steps
        Color Gradations - 6 steps each of 4 colors

Contact Sam to discuss the facilities needed and 
rates.

Blanket Statement:
A Paper-Pieced Alphabet
 In this workshop, Sam teaches paper 
piecing with her alphabet patterns, and discusses 
compositional choices for using text in quilts. 
6 Hour session.

More Workshops:

Quilts, Quilts and More Quilts
 Choose any one of the Hunter’s Design 
Studio pattern line and Sam will make a workshop 
around it! Head to the website to see the latest 
offerings. Most of the patterns can be taught in a 6 
hour session.



Bio: Who is Sam?

Sam Hunter is a fabric artist and designer with an 
MFA in Fiber Arts. She started sewing with her 
grandma when she was seven, and hasn’t really 
stopped since. She began quilting 1989 and 
teaching shortly thereafter. Quilting is her favorite 
place to play when she’s not making “serious” 
fiber art. She considers her sewing machine to be 
the ultimate power tool, and tries to use it every 
day.

Sam is a relaxed and fun teacher and lecturer who 
aims to make the mysteries of fiber easy for 
everyone to understand. She likes to deliver both 
encouragement and challenge in her workshops.

Sam has made plenty of quilts over the years, 
many from other people’s patterns but also many 
that she designed herself. She started Hunter’s 
Design Studio to share those patterns with other 
sewing and quilting enthusiasts.

Sam’s book Quilt Talk will be published by 
C&T/Stash Books in Fall 2014.

Check out the latest Sew Sassy Buttons from 
Hunter’s Design Studio!

Be part of 
We Are $ew Worth It! 

Cool Quilt Patterns
Fun Lectures

Encouraging Classes
Relaxed Workshops

Sassy Stuff

Sam Hunter
huntersdesignstudio.com
sewsamsew@gmail.com

805.807.2820
Portland, OR


